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In 2002, about 65,000 Chinese students were enrolled in universities
in America, and Chinese students accounted for the highest
percentage of international students on many American campuses.
Before the exchange in 1979, China had not sent its students to
America for thirty years.
Part I. The Intermittent History
On January 1, 1979, the United States and the People's Republic of
China established diplomatic relations. The event occurred three decades
after the founding of the People's Republic and seven years after President
Richard Nixon visited China. Five days before the diplomatic exchange, fifty
Chinese students arrived in America to begin their studies. By 2003, more
than 580,000 Chinese students had gone abroad to study, the majority of
them to America.2 In 2002, about 65,000 Chinese students were enrolled in
universities in America,3 and Chinese students accounted for the highest
percentage of international students on many American campuses. Before
1979, the United States maintained its diplomatic relations with the Republic
of China in Taiwan and China had not sent its students to America for thirty
years.
The negotiation between the United States and China on sending and
accepting students took place during a three-day meeting that began on July
7, 1978, in Beijing. Frank Press, President Carter’s Advisor on Science and
Technology, led the fourteen-person American delegation and Fang Yi,
chairman of China’s Science and Technology Committee, headed the
Chinese delegation. The negotiation was on the exchange of scientific and
technological information. Although the Americans did not come prepared
with a program on the exchange of students, they floated the idea to the
Chinese. To their surprise, the Chinese readily embraced it. They asked how
many students the Americans could accept. The American delegation held an
impromptu internal meeting and returned to ask the Chinese,
“How many would you like to send?”
“How about 500?” the Chinese immediately answered.
Later negotiations settled the number in the first dispatch at fifty. Thus
Frank Press returned to America with the breakthrough news that China was
ready to open up.
On December 16, 1978, the two countries announced that they would
establish diplomatic relations, and Deng Xiaoping, Secretary General of the
Chinese Communist Party, who in 1920 at the age of fifteen went to France
for five years under the “diligent-work, diligent-study” program before he
headed for Moscow, would visit the United States on January 29, 1979. Two

days later the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party convened in Beijing and endorsed China's policy of
reform and opening up. On December 26, 1978, the first dispatch of fifty
Chinese, mostly physicists and mathematicians, boarded a plane for Paris,
where they changed planes for the U.S. They studied English at Georgetown
University and American University before taking up their two-year studies at
institutions around the country.
China’s decision to open up came nearly thirty years after Chairman
Mao Zedong declared, on October 1, 1949, the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square. He proclaimed that
founding with a single sentence that was understood by all the Chinese,
“From now on the Chinese people have stood up!” But in the three decades
that followed, the country had become isolated — by its policy of self-reliance,
by the American embargo on trade with China triggered by the Korean War
(1950-1953) and the caustic and intimidating politics of Senator Joseph
McCarthy, and by the Sino-Soviet rift that began in the late 1950s. The
isolation limited China’s development and aggravated its poverty. The venting
of frustration over economic hardship and its suppression by the Chinese
Communist Party plunged the country into successive convulsive socioeconomic movements.4 The movements wrecked the existing economic
structure. Their public display of cheering, vengeance, and hatred ripped
apart human bonds. The final movement, the Cultural Revolution, began in
1966, evolved into Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius Campaign, and ended
shortly after Mao Zedong’s death in 1976. It targeted intellectuals: they were
sent to work in communes and factories; schools and colleges were closed;
and students were enlisted as the vanguards of the movement, the Red
Guards. When China decided to send students to America to study two years
after Mao’s death, it had only scholars of an older generation to fill the first
dispatch: the youngest was thirty-two, the oldest forty-nine, and the mean age
was forty-one.
But in China’s turbulent, anguished and contentious path of searching
for its modern self since the mid-nineteenth century, the 1978 decision to
send students to America was the third start of such a policy. Each previous
start was also preceded by decades of turmoil stemmed from the country’s
inability to address the problem of poverty at home and to remain secluded
securely from the encroaching religious, trade and military power of the West,
Russia, and Japan.
The First Dispatch, 1872

“…the rising generation of China should enjoy the same educational
advantage that I had enjoyed; that through Western education China
may be regenerated.
—Yung
Wing

In 1872, the year when the Qing court sent its first dispatch of thirty
teenage students to America, China had been left behind by the Industrial
Revolution for more than a century.5 Its population had been increasing, its
economy had become entrenched progressively deeper in agriculture, and
the Chinese had become steadily poorer. China’s per capita cultivated land,
and hence real wages, had declined slowly since the twelfth century and
more rapidly since the mid-seventeenth century. Prior to the mid-seventeenth
century, China’s population, though increasing slowly, had remained for the
most part under 100 million. But by mid-nineteenth century the population had
exceeded 400 million and the per capita cultivated land had decreased from
about 1.3 to 0.45 acre.6 [A more recent study indicates that the accelerated
pressure on land may have begun in the early Ming dynasty (1368-1644).7 In
1982, when China’s population reached 1 billion, its per capita cultivated land
was 0.25 acre, compared to 2.1 acre for the United States.] The percentage
of China’s urban population had decreased from 21 percent of the total in
1220 to 6.9 percent in 1820.8 From 1500 to 1800, the life expectancy of those
Chinese who had already reached the age of fourteen had decreased from
about sixty-two to about forty-eight.9 For millennia, China’s political and social
system had used hierarchical human relations emphasizing benevolence and
loyalty to promote social harmony:10 benevolence was expected from
superiors, and loyalty was demanded from subordinates. The institutionalized
Confucianism offered no practical means, except execution, for the removal
of a ruler or his power when he had “outraged his proper benevolence.”11
China did not know the outside world, either. In 1901, viceroys Zhang
Zhidong and Liu Kunyi wrote to Emperor Guangxu about the government
officials who supported the Boxer rioters the year before: “Even last summer
there were still some officials, both in and outside the capital, who claimed
that the ocean people [Westerners] could not walk on land, and others who
claimed that once the embassies and churches were destroyed, the ocean
people would be eliminated.”12
But it was China’s defeats by Great Britain in the Opium War (18391842), and by Britain and France in the Second Opium War (1857-1860) —
wars that also concerned America because of U.S. merchants’ interest in the
opium trade — that stimulated China’s quest for modern knowledge from the
West.13 Two people, Yung Wing [Rong Hong] (1828-1912) and Anson
Burlingame [Pu Anchen] (1820-1870), channeled that quest mostly to
America, in spite of a much stronger British economic presence at that time
and Britain’s willingness to accept Chinese students. Yung Wing, born in
Nanpingzhen near Macao, went to America to study in 1847 at the age of
eighteen. He returned to China in 1854 after graduating from Yale University.
While still at Yale, he concluded that “the rising generation of China should
enjoy the same educational advantage that I had enjoyed; that through
western education China may be regenerated.”14 After his return, he tried
repeatedly to find supporters of this idea. Yung Wing became the first
Chinese to recognize that China was a country lacking in knowledge: it had
been ignorant of the outside world, and had an unrealistic view of itself. On

the American side Anson Burlingame opened the doors of American schools
to Chinese students. Burlingame, son of an eloquent Methodist prayer leader,
attended University of Michigan at Detroit and graduated from Harvard Law
----------------------------------------------------------------Yung Wing
Wing’’s Supporters
During his lifetime Yung Wing had seen his projects disrupted
and proposals rejected and he had also endured personal snubs. He
was grieved by the early death of his wife. His life at old age was
lonely (his children were working in China) and at times humiliating.
He was asked to leave a boarding house when fellow boarders
refused to share a dining table with him. After that he found his last
residence at 284 Sargeant Street, Hartford; he entered his second
floor quarters through a side entrance. He died of apoplexy in 1912
at the age of eighty-three while making preparations for returning to
China for the fourth time; Sun Yat-sen had asked him to serve in the
newly minted Republic. He was buried in section 12 of Cedar Hill
Cemetery, 453 Fairfield Ave, Hartford.
However, Yung Wing also had many supporters throughout
his life. In China, they were Ding Richang, who headed the Jiangnan
Machinery Factory (Bureau), which Yung Wing purchased for China
from Putnam Machine Co., Fitchburg, Massachusetts, and Zeng
Guofan; in America, they include Samuel Capron, the principal of
Hartford Public High School, Noah Porter, Birdsey Northrop, Joseph
Twichell, Joseph Hawley, Mark Twain and Ulysses Grant. An
undisclosed person(s) helped him get back to the U.S. in 1902. (In
1898 he became a fugitive in China for his participation in the failed
Hundred-Day Reform. He could not return to the U.S., as Secretary
of State John Sherman, citing the law that prohibited a Chinese
immigrant to become a citizen, revoked his citizenship. He sought
sanctuary in Hong Kong.
In his memoir published when he was eighty-one, he spoke of
the people who helped him receive his American education, the
most important thing in his life. They paid his travel, provided
support to his aged parents, and subsidized his tuition. “Though late
in the day..., yet it may be a source of satisfaction to their
descendants...to know that their sires took a prominent part in [my]
education.” His benefactors include, in Hong Kong, The Morrison
Education Society, The Olymphant Sons, David, Talbot and Robert
(shipping merchants of New York), Andrew Shortrede, editor of
China Post, A. A. Richtie, an American businessman, and A. A.
Campbell, a Scotch businessman, and, in America, the Ladies
Association of Savannah, Georgia.
In 1996 the Chinese Students Memorial Society
[www.120ChineseStudents.org] was founded in Connecticut, with
the intention of memorializing the 120 students and the American

host families they lived with, and Yung Wing. In 1998 Governor John
G. Rowland of Connecticut recognized September 22, 1998, as
Yung Wing and the Chinese Educational Commission Day in
Connecticut. In 2000, Yale unveiled a portrait of Yung Wing in its
Grand Hall and in the same year it established the Yung Wing
Memorial Scholarship Fund for International Students.
-----------------------------------------------------------School in 1846. He had been a two-term congressman from Massachusetts
before he was appointed by President Lincoln in 1861 as the U.S. minister to
China. Following the Second Opium War, there appeared a window of
opportunity for a more open China and for more equal trade and state-to-state
relation between China and the West.15 Burlingame concluded that the
posture of arrogance and threat of the West toward China served only the
interest of those in the Qing court who opposed institutional reforms to
achieve wider contact with the West. After he resigned from his ministerial
post in 1867, he was asked by the Qing court to be China’s ambassador-atlarge, to “explain” China to the treaty powers. In America, through his effort,
the two countries signed the Seward-Burlingame Treaty of 1868 (the treaty
was drafted by Secretary of State William Seward). Article 7 of the treaty
stated, "Chinese subjects shall enjoy all the privileges of the public
educational institutions under the control of the government of the United
States" and provided reciprocal privileges for American citizens.16 In 1871,
Viceroys Zeng Guofan and Li Hongzhang memorialized to emperor Tongzhi,
proposing sending students to America to study:
Article 7 of the new peace treaty with America states that from now on
Chinese who wish to study in [American] government-controlled
schools and colleges will be treated the same as citizens from the most
favored nation.... For these reasons, your ministers are seeking
approval to establish a bureau in Shanghai, to recruit bright young
boys from coastal provinces, at the rate of thirty per year, and a total of
120 in four years.17
Thus China launched its first-ever study-abroad project. Yung Wing was
appointed the deputy commissioner of the Chinese Educational Commission.
He chose Hartford, Connecticut, as the city for its headquarters. The average
age of the students was twelve and a half.
The project met an extraordinary reception in America. President
Andrew Johnson, a Southerner and a Democrat who succeeded Lincoln after
his assassination, started a reconstruction program that was modeled after
Lincoln’s promise to bind up the nation’s wounds, “with malice toward none,
with charity for all.” The impeachment proceedings against President Johnson
for his conciliatory policy toward the South, although failed in the Senate, had
nevertheless dissipated the punitive sentiment of Radical Republicans who
wanted a more stern policy toward the vanquished Southern states. The

decade that followed the ending of the Civil War in 1865 saw legislations of
healing between North and South and tolerance toward minorities. In 1868
Ulysses S. Grant was elected the eighteenth president on the Republican
ticket. In 1870, Congress ratified the Fifteenth Amendment, which gave all
citizens the right to vote regardless of race. Two years later Congress passed
the Amnesty Act, which restored civil rights to the citizens of the South. In
1875 it enacted the Civil Rights Act, which gave equal rights to African
Americans in public accommodations and juror duty. The post-war Hartford
was a center of trade, manufacturing, and wealth in a nation recovering from
the devastations of the war. Hartford was also an intellectual center in New
England. Its residents included Harriet Beecher Stowe, who had written Uncle
Tom’s Cabin in 1851, and Mark Twain, who had begun Huckleberry Finn by
1876. Nook Farm, a residential area in Lord’s Hill where the Chinese
Educational Commission’s headquarters was situated, sheltered progressive
thinkers who were influential in politics of the day. The Commission’s project
was supported by clergymen, politicians and intellectuals, as well as activists
and policy makers in education. Among them was Joseph Hawley, publisher,
opponent of American slavery, educator, general in the Civil War, governor,
and senator. The call by Birdsey Northrop, secretary of the Connecticut State
Board of Education, for homes to care for the first thirty Chinese students
drew responses from 122 families in Connecticut and Massachusetts,
including some leading families in the community.18
The teenage students studied in schools in the Connecticut River Valley
area before entering college. They progressed swiftly in their Americanization.
They changed to American clothing, took up sports and some even cut their
queue, a symbol of a male’s loyalty to the Manchu emperor. In the homes of
their hosts, they were treated as members of the family, not boarders. They
were also popular socially. William Lyon Phelps, a Yale professor, wrote
about his Chinese classmates at Hartford schools of an earlier day:
“They...were splendid sportsmen, alert in mind, good at their studies, good at
athletics.... [In dances] their manner to the girls had a deferential elegance far
beyond our possibilities....The fairest and most sought-out belles invariably
gave the swains from the Orient the preference.”19 In 1876, the students were
invited to attend the Centennial Celebration at Philadelphia, where President
Grant gave them a reception and shook hands with each student. But the
project, slated to continue for twenty years, lasted only nine.
The political climate began to change in the late 1870s. On the Chinese
side, the new commissioner, Wu Jiashang, and his predecessor, Chen
Lanbing, both traditional Chinese scholars, asked Li Hongzhang to disband
the commission because they believed the students had abandoned Chinese
traditions, acquired foreign (bad) habits, and learned nothing that was useful
to China. Yung Wing wrote to Li in defense of the commission. In America, he
tried to secure admission for several Chinese students to the military
academies at West Point and Annapolis. Their military education would meet
China’s practical needs and bring the Qing court’s support for the commission.
In December 1880 Grant, urged by Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) and the

Reverend Joseph Twichell of Asylum Hill Congregational Church in Hartford,
both supporters of the commission and friends of Yung Wing, also wrote to
Viceroy Li, advising continuance of the commission.
The project also started to lose its timeliness in America. In 1876,
Rutherford Hayes was nominated as the presidential candidate of the
Republican Party, thus making Grant a lame-duck president. After the
completion of the trans-continental railroad, the labor market dropped
precipitously and American workers revolted against Chinese mining and
railroad laborers in Western states. An anti-Chinese sentiment, exploited by
both Democrats and Republicans, swept the nation.20 The erosion of liberal
disposition toward foreigners and minorities led to the military academies’
refusal of admission of the Chinese students.21 The refusal was taken by Li as
a violation of the Burlingame Treaty, and the students were recalled in 1881.
American educators protested to the Chinese government about the
recall. In a letter to China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Yale president Noah
Porter and several others wrote about educators’ anguish, love, and hope:
The undersigned...exceedingly regret that these young men have been
withdrawn from the country.... The studies of which they have been
deprived by their removal, would have been the bright flower and the
ripened fruit of the roots and stems which have been slowly reared under
patient watering and tillage. We have given to them the same knowledge
and culture that we give to our own children and citizens.... In view of...the
injury and loss which have fallen upon the young men whom we have
learned to respect and love, we would respectfully urge that the reason for
this sudden decision should be reconsidered.22
At the time of the recall, only two students had graduated from Yale.
Twenty others were studying at Yale, four at Columbia, seven at MIT, and five
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; and about sixty students were in
preparatory schools.23 Not until twenty-eight years later, in 1909, after China’s
defeat by Japan in 1894 and Beijing’s occupation by the Eight-Country Allied
Force in 1900 (amid China’s other defeats and territorial losses), did the Qing
court again send students to America.24
China, after its earlier defeats by both the individual and the joint forces
of Britain and France, had retained its traditional contemptuous attitude
toward Japan.25 The devastating defeat by Japan shocked the nation into an
awareness of the need to learn from the modern world, both West and East.
Because of restrictive U.S. immigration laws and the expenses involved, few
Chinese students went to America. Japan, however, besides using Chinese
characters as a basis for its written language and thus being easier to adjust
to linguistically, was closer geographically to China and was eager to receive
Chinese students. (In 1898, Yano Fumi, Japan’s minister to China, wrote to
Nishi Tokujiro, Japan's minister of foreign affairs, “If the Japanese-educated
Chinese talents become dispersed in the old empire, it would be the best
strategy for establishing Japan’s power base in East Asia,...winning the trust

of Japan among Chinese officials and citizens,...and expanding Japan’s
influence in the mainland without limit.”26) By 1906 the number of Chinese
students in Japan had exceeded twelve thousand.27
The Boxer Indemnity
Indemnity’’s Educational Legacy

“…there was no possible answer in diplomacy to the justice and rights
of the American people under the terms of the protocol,… perhaps a
revision of the figures could be made by which the President would be
enabled to obtain a clearer sense of the justice of the request my
Government had made.”
—Liang Cheng
The event that both enabled and forced China to send students again to
America was the United States’ decision in 1908, upon China’s prodding, to
remit the part of the indemnity resulting from the Boxer Rebellion that was in
excess of America’s incurred losses.28 The indemnity had been fixed by the
Boxer Protocol of 1901 which ended the occupation of Beijing begun in 1900
by the foreign powers.29 The amount was 450 million taels ($334 million, or
$724 million with accrued interest), to be paid in thirty-nine years. (The total
annual income of the Qing court was around $185 million.) The American
share of the indemnity was 7.3 percent, or $24.4 million. Russia’s share was
the largest, 29 percent, followed by Germany, France, Great Britain, Japan,
the United States, Italy, and others. Before the negotiation among the powers
on the indemnity began, Secretary of State John Hay had instructed the
American delegation to submit a claim of $25 million against China and to
negotiate with the treaty powers for a combined total claim not to exceed
$150 million. Hay had inflated the American claim by a factor of two over the
country’s actual incurred losses, intending to use a reduction of the claim as a
bargaining chip to ask that other treaty powers scale down their claims and to
secure trade privileges from China. However, the bargaining with the treaty
powers failed and China was left holding the debt.
The remission was preceded by two related events in U.S.-China
relations: initiation of the American Open Door policy toward China in 18991901 and the anti-American boycott in China in 1905. William Rockhill,
diplomat, linguist and China scholar, formulated the Open Door policy and the
response to the boycott. Rockhill had studied Chinese in France and also
become fluent in Tibetan. He served in the U.S. legations in Beijing and
Korea, and resigned from diplomatic service to travel in Tibet and Mongolia
before returning to the service in 1893. He was also a special assistant in the
American delegation during the Beijing talks on indemnity, and was among
the first to question the validity of Hay’s claim.
In the 1890s each of the European powers and Japan had carved out in
China its "sphere of influence.” British Prime Minister Lord Salisbury defined
the British sphere as an earmarked Chinese territory which, should China be
broken up by the powers, Britain would not like any other power state to have.
In 1899, the year before the siege at Beijing, Hay, urged by Rockhill, initiated

the Open Door policy. (Rockhill, in turn, had been urged by Alfred Hippisley,
an Englishman who had worked in the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs
Service.) Hay asked other treaty powers to adhere to a policy of equal tariff,
collected by the Chinese government, on vessels of other nationalities at port
cities under each power’s sphere of influence. During the siege, sensing that
the powers would soon divide China, Hay expanded this policy to include the
preservation of China’s territorial and administrative integrity. But the powers’
replies were evasive, and the policy was eventually abandoned.30 Rockhill
was disgusted by the stance of the powers, concluded that the policy was
poorly thought out, and felt pessimistic about China’s ability to reform.
In 1905 Rockhill was named the U.S. minister to China. The pressing
issue that awaited him upon his arrival in May was the Chinese boycott of
American goods in port cities — the first ever by China of foreign goods. The
boycott was a protest against the U.S. policy on Chinese immigrants, the
violence against the Chinese in America, and U.S. courts’ and state
governments’ condoning of the violence.31 Rockhill met with the Chinese
merchant guilds in Shanghai that organized the boycott and then warned the
Chinese government that it would be held responsible for all losses incurred
from disrupted trade and other causes. To the American government, he
reported that beneath the boycott he sensed important changes in China for
the first time: voicing of public opinion, emergence of a native press, and the
budding of a patriotic spirit. (Much of this change was instigated by students
who had returned from Japan.)
In both his advocacy of the Open Door policy and his response to the
Chinese boycott, Rockhill was guided by a belief that an orderly society in
China was necessary to American interests in that country. It was against
these background events that Liang Cheng, China’s minister to Washington
(1903-07), prodded the American government to return a part of the Boxer
indemnity.
Some thirty years earlier, in 1875, the eleven-year old Liang Cheng was
a fourth (and last)-dispatch student of the Chinese Educational Commission.
He was tutored to study Greek at Amherst College and attended Phillips
Andover Academy. The recall of the students in 1881 by the Qing court
dashed his plans of attending Yale or Amherst in another year. After returning
to China (and introducing baseball to the country), he worked in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and served in Europe. In 1897 he was knighted in England.
A year later he argued successfully in the Kaiser court that China’s Prince
Chun, whom he accompanied to Berlin to apologize for the killing of German
subjects in Shandong, should not prostrate to Wilhelm II. (In 1792, British
emissary Lord George Macartneys also skillfully succeeded in not performing
the ritual prostration to Emperor Qianlong: he bent one knee, as he would
have done when received by the British throne; but the kissing of the royal
hand was omitted.) During his tenure in Washington, he was received warmly
not only by John Hay (who was known publicly as an avowed friend of China)
but also by President Theodore Roosevelt (who held the prevailing attitude of
contempt toward the Chinese and respect toward the Japanese). At

Andover’s 129th commencement exercise in 1907, he told the gathered
alumni of the binding force of a three-base hit which he made in a
championship baseball game twenty-six years ago: “When I assured the
President that I was the same person” that made that hit in 1881 and won the
contest for Andover against Phillips Exeter, “from that moment the relations
between President Roosevelt and myself became ten-fold stronger and
closer.” Besides known as a loyal alumnus at Andover, he was made an
honorary member of Amherst’s class of 1885, and awarded honorary degrees
by Yale and Amherst.
Liang buttressed his negotiating position by trumpeting the justice of the
remission, in newspaper interviews, civic speeches, and discussions with
high-level officials (amid his speeches on the injustices dealt to the Chinese in
the country by the American judicial system32). He stated to Hay that “there
was no possible answer in diplomacy to the justice and rights of the American
people under the terms of the protocol,” and “perhaps a revision of the figures
could be made by which the President would be enabled to obtain a clearer
sense of the justice of the request my Government had made.”33 By degree,
he arrived at a plan for a possible reduction, and Hay agreed to recommend
the plan to the president. But the fulfillment of the plan was frustrated by the
Russo-Japanese War in 1904 over Russia’s demands and claims on China’s
Manchuria and on Korea, Roosevelt’s involvement in the mediation of the
Russo-Japanese War, and the death of Hay.
In April 1905, shortly before Rockhill’s departure for China to assume his
ministerial post, Liang wrote to China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the
prospect of a reduction of indemnity payment to America had improved
considerably. He had met Rockhill to draw up an outline of the reduction.
During the meeting, however, Rockhill claimed that the president had wanted
to know how the Chinese government would spend the money if it were
returned. Liang answered that China would not make an advance declaration
on a subject that was its internal affair. He sensed an American intention to
interfere, and was fearful that the money would elude China’s grasp. So he
advised the ministry to have an answer to Roosevelt’s question ready when
Rockhill called on the ministry as America’s new minister. Liang also
proposed an answer and gave his reason:
It seems appropriate to declare to the American government: Please
return the indemnity so that it can be used for establishing schools and
sending students abroad. The American government will be pleased to
gain a reputation of being just and to bear witness to the development
of talent through education,...and most of the country will welcome this
lofty goal....To use for educational purposes the money that is already
allocated for indemnity would create benefit from damage, and gain
from loss. The act would heighten China’s morale, lay a foundation for
the nation’s resurgence, and lift us from humiliation.34
On July 12, 1905, two months after his arrival in China and at the peak of the

Chinese boycott, Rockhill, after he had called on the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, wrote to Roosevelt, proposing carrying out Hay’s idea of returning a
portion of the indemnity because
[officials] in high position all have...emphatically declared that in their
opinion any amount of this indemnity return to China by the United
States should be solely devoted to educational purposes. I have no
doubt myself that...[they] are convinced that...education on modern
lines...alone can insure them independent existence.35
Roosevelt’s reply was strong on the issue of justice and ambiguous
about what he intended to do.36 Although the boycott was over by September
1905, he did not act on the remission in the next year and a half. A possible
reason for the inaction was that Elihu Root, who succeeded Hay, wanted to
postpone implementation until the United States had collected a “sufficient”
amount.37
In early 1907 Liang Cheng revived his request to the president through
Secretary of Interior James Garfield and Secretary of Commerce and Labor
Oscar Straus, and Roosevelt agreed to act. On June 15, 1907, Root notified
Liang of the planned remission. Liang commented, “This magnanimous act
[the planned remission] has won the lasting gratitude of the Government and
people of China." On December 3, 1907, the president asked Congress for
authority to remit and cancel all claims upon China in excess of actual
incurred losses. The request sailed smoothly in the Senate, but it was
reduced by $2 million in the House.38 On May 25, 1908, Congress authorized
the $12-million remission.
But the debate and the plot and counter plot on the use of the money
had begun long before Congress authorized the remission, and lasted until
1909. Both Liang Cheng and his successor, Wu Tingfang, and the Qing court
resisted the interference of the American government in the use of the money.
Yuan Shikai, the powerful commissioner of northern ports, wanted to use the
money to build railways in Manchuria for defense against Japan and Russia,
with the profit from the railway operation to be spent on education. But
Rockhill thwarted all of China’s diplomatic maneuvers to free the money from
the educational plan. In the end Rockhill prevailed on account of the strength
of his ultimatum: accept the American proposal or risk losing the money. In
the final agreement, the plan was included as an attachment and made no
reference to the remission; the United States did not appear coercive, nor
China subjugated.
The remission won lavish public and private praise. The New York Times
called the remission “an example [to the world for its]... principles of right and
justice and highmindedness that prevail between honorable men.” Sarah
Conger, wife of the U.S. minister to China and a survivor of the siege at
Beijing, wrote to her niece, “The attitude of the United States...to cancel the
Boxer indemnity is an attitude too deep, too broad, too high for word
expression.... [Its]... seed was brought over in the Mayflower; it was planted in

the virgin soil of liberty, where it rooted, and was watered with treasured
dewdrops; was nourished into being in Love’s tenderness; was sustained in
Truth’s fortitude. This is the story of our country’s attitude.”39 Thus China
began sending students to America for the second time, with funding assured
for thirty-one years. The remitted fund was also used to establish the
Tsinghua School, which would supply the students to study abroad. The first
dispatch, also consisted of fifty students, began their studies in America in
1909. Two years later, the Qing dynasty was toppled and the Republic of
China was founded. Many Chinese students who returned from Japan
participated in that revolution.
The Republic Years since 1911
Between 1909 and 1911, the last year of the Qing’s reign, three
detachments totaling 179 students were sent to America.40 After the founding
of the Republic of China, the students supported by the remission money
were selected from the Tsinghua School. Between 1912 and 1925 a total of
852 students, including forty-three women (who must have “natural feet” [tian
zu], as opposed to bound feet), were sent to America. In 1928 the Tsinghua
School
became a full-curriculum university and the remission fund became available
to a nationwide pool of students. Although in subsequent years the fund
supported an increasingly smaller percentage of students studying in America
when other avenues opened, it continued to attract the brightest students in
China. One student, Qian Xuesen, was later thrust into national attention in
America. Qian became a prominent rocket scientist at the California Institute
of Technology in the late 1940s. During the McCarthy period he was arrested
and eventually deported to China on dubious charges of being a member of a
Communist cell at Caltech.41
In 1936, the year before China’s War of Resistance against Japan
began, 1,002 Chinese students went to America to study. During the war
years, 1937-1945, the number dropped to less than a hundred per year. After
1949 the flow of students from Mainland China to America stopped
completely. After the breakout of the Korean War in June 1950, the United
States banned the Chinese students in the country to return to China on the
grounds that their scientific and technical skills would aid the Communist
regime in Mainland China. It also enticed the students to remain in America
by liberally dispensing the status of permanent residence. Some students,
who persisted in their demand to return to China, were imprisoned without
trial or hearing. The ban was lifted in 1955, about two years after the end of
the Korean War.
Part II. American Perspective, Chinese Perspective
“The manifold needs of China...will be

“Chinese learning is the essence,

met permanently, completely, only by

and Western learning is for practical

Christian civilization.” —Arthur Smith

development.”

—Zhang Zhidong

Alexis de Tocqueville, after his travels in the nineteenth-century America,
wrote how in America religion regulates the state,
In the United States religion exercises but little influence upon the laws
and upon the details of public opinion; but it directs the customs of the
community, and, by regulating domestic life, it regulates the state.42
In 1872 and in 1909 Americans viewed the issue of Chinese students in
America from the perspective of the New Testament and the absolutism of a
monotheistic religion.43 Many of Yung Wing’s supporters in Hartford were
members of the Asylum Hill Congregational Church, and Yung Wing had as a
teenager been taught in China and brought over to America by the Reverend
Samuel Brown.
Anson Burlingame was known as a “magnetic” orator in his days as a
congressman. Toward the end of his first major speech to convince an
American audience to treat China on the basis of equality, he was no longer
speaking as China’s envoy, but as an American evangelist making an appeal
to the evangelical spirit of his flock:
[The Mission] means commerce; it means peace; it means a unification
of her [China’s] own interests with the whole human race....I believe
that this generous greeting [of yours] is a better exponent of the wishes
of the West,...a generous spirit which...would exchange goods with
China, would also exchange thoughts with China,...[a spirit which] does
not believe that the Christian’s hope shall cease to bloom where the
Christian martyrs fell.44
----------------------------------------------------------------Burlingame, his Mission, and the Open Door Policy
China’s appointment of Burlingame as its envoy in late Qing Dynasty
and his acceptance were in themselves extraordinary events in China’s
history of modernization. How did it happen?
In his memorial to Emperor Tongzhi seeking approval to appoint
Burlingame, Prince Gong, who headed the board of governors of
Zongli Yamen (Ministry of Foreign Affairs), wrote,

The date of revising the treaties is near....[The Ministry] has not
carried out its plan to send an emissary to the treaty countries
because of the lack of suitable personnel....The American
minister Anson Burlingame...is a man of peace....Last year he
even helped China resolve difficulties and settle disputes [with
foreign countries] when he was away in America. In the recent
farewell dinner,...he said in the future he will work with all his
effort to help settle disputes that are unfair to China, as if China
had dispatched him as its envoy....Burlingame [seemed]
intending to establish [himself a] name [in helping China]; his

feelings are not false. Your minister has since visited him
several times and on each occasion he spoke passionately.
Your minister has considered that [in diplomacy] it is not
essential [for a country] to use [its] own countryman as its
representative; if [the person] is honest and trustworthy, it does
not matter which region he comes from....On the twenty-third
day [of this month] your minister had a candid discussion with
Burlingame [on dispatching him as China’s envoy] and he
accepted it with deep feelings…
Burlingame, in explaining the genesis of the Mission to Secretary of
State Seward, described why he accepted the appointment,
When the oldest nation in the world, containing one-third of
the human race, seeks, for the first time, to come into
relations with the West, and requests the youngest nation,
through its representative, to act as the medium of such
change, the mission is not one to be solicited or rejected.
The Seaward-Burlingame Treaty seemed to contain two aspects: a
spirit of equality and the translation of that spirit into action. For
example, Article V states that both countries recognized man’s
“inherent and inalienable” right of free migration and emigration.
Burlingame died of pneumonia in 1870 in St. Petersburg, Russia, as
China’s envoy and did not live to see the day that the treaty was
denounced in America. (The Qing court awarded Burlingame a
posthumous civil- service title of the First Rank and a pension of
$10,000 to his family. He was buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The city Burlingame near San Francisco
International Airport was named after him.)
Some thirty years later, John Hay and William Rockhill initiated the
Open Door policy. The policy was regarded a failure by American
historians. The Open Door policy, however, was quite consistent with
America’s position toward China during the Seward-Burlingame
period. In 1862 Burlingame wrote
If the treaty powers could agree among themselves to the
neutrality of China, and together secure order in the treaty
ports, and give their moral support to that party in China in
favor of order, the interest of humanity would be sub-served.
------------------------------------------------To some missionaries, educating the Chinese was the least expensive
and most efficient way to Christianize the Chinese: “The great mission of the
Christian Church...is not to teach mechanics and civil engineering, or foreign

languages or sciences;...but to Christianize them....Our boys’ boarding-school
and girls’ boarding-school in Chekiang [Zhejiang] are among the cheapest
and most efficient missionary agencies which can be employed in China.”45
They also considered their work the beneficiary of gunboat commerce:
“Justifiable or not, it [the Opium War] was made use of in God’s providence to
inaugurate a new era ... in the course of history — God accomplishing his
great and wise purposes by allowing man to pursue his petty, private, and
even unjustifiable ends...., [for] the opening of China for the free promulgation
of his blessed Gospel.”46
To others, a Western education was considered necessary for China to
become a civilized society, so that the Chinese could become patriotic,
courageous, altruistic, intellectually clear-headed, and sincere, attributes of
Christian individuals that they found lacking in the Chinese. In 1890, a decade
before the siege at Beijing, Arthur Smith, dean of the American missionary
educators in China and one of the few China experts of his time, summarized
his diagnosis of and cure for China:
What they [the Chinese] do lack is Character and
Conscience....The forces which have developed character and
conscience in the Anglo-Saxon race...came with Christianity, and
they grew with Christianity....What China needs is righteousness,
and in order to attain it, it is absolutely necessary that she have a
knowledge of God and a new conception of man, as well as of the
relation of man to God....The manifold needs of China...will be met
permanently, completely, only by Christian civilization.47
Smith met with Roosevelt on March 6, 1906, to advocate the remission and
the American educational plan, although he considered the money was
rightfully America’s since it was a “punitive indemnity for a great criminal act”
of the Chinese government against the American government. In the same
year, Edwin James, the president of the University of Illinois, wrote to
Roosevelt:
The nation which succeeds in educating the young Chinese of the
present generation will be the nation which for a given expenditure of
effort will reap the largest possible returns in moral, intellectual, and
commercial influence.... The extension of such moral influence...would
mean a larger return for a given outlay than could be obtained in any
other manner. Trade follows moral and spiritual domination far more
inevitably than it follows the flag.48
The American side also viewed the recall in 1881 as a missed
opportunity for exerting its influence and wanted a second chance. In the
same letter to Roosevelt on the American educational plan, James wrote, “If
the United States had succeeded thirty five years ago...in turning the current
of Chinese students to this country, and had succeeded in keep that current

large, we should to-day be controlling the development of China in that most
satisfactory and subtle of all ways,—through the intellectual and spiritual
domination of its leaders.”
On China’s side, the cultural basis of sending students to America to
study is to protect its institutionalized Confucianism. With the technical knowhow of building “strong battleships and powerful cannons,” China could ward
off aggressions and hence encroachment on its cultural tradition of
benevolence. Two millennia ago the ideal of remaining secluded securely
from the invading land nomads in the Eurasian steppe led to the construction
of the first segment of the Great Wall. But protecting the institutionalized
Confucianism was also the reason for not sending students. In the late 1870s
the commissioner of the Chinese Educational Commission and his
predecessor were the most resolute opponents of the commission; they
perceived that American education had eroded in the students China’s
cultural ideals, which they believed the students must retain. The influential
viceroy Zhang Zhidong had verbalized what was in the Chinese mind the
acceptable use of Western knowledge: Chinese learning was the essence,
and Western learning was for practical development. The aspect of the
Western learning that must be rejected was its religion. The massive study-inJapan movement at the turn of the century had its cultural basis as well:
Japan also practiced an institutionalized hierarchic human relationship and
rejected Christian missionaries. In 1901 Zhang and Viceroy Liu Kunyi advised
the throne to send students to Japan because
there is no school in Europe and America that does not teach Western
religion concurrently, and no school in Japan that does not teach
harmonious human relations concurrently.49
Western religion was seen as spearheading in the attack on Chinese learning.
(Zhang succeeded in preventing the State Department from appointing an
American as superintendent of the remission educational plan.)
America wanted the Chinese students to acquire its Christian culture.
China wanted the students to learn America’s machinery know-how.
Education as a means to understand the cause of poverty in China and seek
its deliverance was not a stated goal. China had felt pain and humiliation in
the stranglehold of foreign powers, but it had remained ignorant of the
progressive impoverishment of its people.
The Influence of Foreign-Educated Students in China
What did the American education of these students accomplish? Many
of the teenage students who returned to China in 1881, in spite of the abrupt
termination of their studies in America, later became outstanding achievers in
engineering, industry, banking, the military, and civil services.50 Only one
became a revolutionary. This was also true in the twentieth century of those
who were supported by the remitted Boxer Indemnity Fund. The group was
noted in addition for their achievements in academia, an area for which the

1881 returnees were insufficiently trained. It was the work of the largest group
of returned students — those from America — that formed the foundation of
China's modernization. By comparison, many of the students who went to
Japan at the turn of the century returned to China to participate in
overthrowing the Qing dynasty. Many who went to France in the decade
around World War I to participate in the “diligent-work, diligent-study” program
became prominent Communist revolutionaries; among them were Zhou Enlai
and Deng Xiaoping.
Numerous factors contributed to these distinctions, such as the age of the
students at their return and their fields of study while abroad. But the most
important factor was the stability of the educational experience. The students
who went to America, England, and Germany (and to the Soviet Union in
1950s) experienced structured study and few distractions. The studies of
many of those who went to Japan and France, however, were frequently
interrupted by lack of funds and by distractions such as upheavals back home,
the tension in state relations between China and the host country, and
humiliations experienced while abroad.
In Japan, on April 30, 1903, more than 130 Chinese students organized
and enlisted in the Resist-Russia Righteousness Brigade and wrote to Yuan
Shikai about their readiness “to abandon our studies” and die for the country.
On December 4, 1905, Chinese students initiated a demonstration to object
the new rules issued by Japan’s Ministry of Education governing the
admission standards and conduct of Chinese and Korean students; several
hundred Chinese students left Japan and returned to China as a protest. In
1920 in a parliamentary inquiry in Japan more than thirty members asked,
“Those Chinese students who studied in Japan become anti-Japan after their
return, and those returned from America become pro-America. What policy
should the government adopt to face this phenomenon?”51 In France in 1919
the Chinese delegation to the signing of the Versailles Treaty was prevented
from leaving their hotel by Chinese students demonstrating against the treaty.
(The delayed final instruction from the Chinese government to its delegation
was not to sign the treaty.) In the treaty, Woodrow Wilson, David Lloyd of
Britain, and Georges Clemenceau of France concurred to ignore China’s
contribution to the Allied force and transfer Germany’s rights in China’s
Shandong province to Japan.52 On September 21, 1921, about 800 Chinese
students demonstrated in Paris and later occupied Lyon University,
demanding subsistence payment, after China’s ambassador told them that
the embassy had no funds to support them. The French government expelled
them and on October 13 deported 104 students. The students could neither
study diligently nor work diligently.
Becoming a revolutionary requires accepting a belief in a doctrine that
promises hope in an otherwise hopeless environment. After years of serious
education in an environment conducive to learning, a student quite naturally
becomes a builder.53 A non-conducive environment, however, becomes the
fertile ground for the recruitment of revolutionaries.
The history of education in Taiwan illustrates the effect of stable

education. At the end of World War II, Taiwan was somewhat more
prosperous than Mainland China because of the five decades of warless
development it had enjoyed as a colony of Japan. But, like Mainland China, it
had a rapidly rising population and an agrarian economy. In addition, there
was no systematic legislation that would encourage wealth creation through
commercial and industrial expansion, and the government was under rigid,
one-party control of the Nationalists (Guomingdang). On February 28, 1947,
two years before the full retreat of the Nationalists to the island, a protest by
citizens against corruption and authoritarian rule broke out into
antigovernment riots. The government reacted by arresting and executing
thousands of prominent intellectuals and civilian leaders. The pattern of
development and suppression evident in the February 28 incident was to be
repeated forty-two years later in Tiananmen Square. These convulsions
resulted from the clash between the twin legacies of China’s millennia-old
civilization: the unyielding reality of poverty at home and weakness among
nations, and the undying desire for prosperity and equality.
Taiwan held its first study-abroad examination in 1953 and 233 students
passed. By 1975 the number had increased to 1,514; in the intervening
twenty-two years a total of 23,540 students had passed (a per capita
equivalent to about 50,000 students per year in the People's Republic of
China). Within some four decades following 1949, guardians of the old
ideology died off one by one, the new generation was raised in an evolving
new ideology, the economy changed from agrarian to commercial, and the
political system from authoritarian to democratic. In 1990s about fifty percent
of Cabinet ministers in Taiwan had degrees from American universities and
there was always a higher proportion of American Ph.D.’s in the Taiwan
Cabinet than in the American Cabinet. In Taiwan’s high-tech industry, it was
the engineers trained in the United States that made it a success.54 The
younger generation that had received a stable education at home and abroad
and had grown up in an environment without blood spilling, social turmoil and
war brought about a transformation from ignorance to knowledge.
We act out our roles according to the script of history, wherever,
whenever, and whoever we happen to be. The script can change only after
old forces are spent and new forces are born. Both the dissipation of the old
and the creation of the new require an open education for the young.
_________________________
T. K. [Tsu-Kai] Chu, before his retirement, was a principal research physicist
at the Plasma Physics Laboratory of Princeton University.
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